Hillcrest High School announces

OPEN TRY-OUTS
for the Utah High School Premiere of

This will be a PHYSICAL THEATRE production:
Sword-fighting. Rope-climbing and Tarzan-swinging.
Hand-to-hand combat. Aerial Work. Tumbling. MMA.
No singing. No dancing.

Come Try Out!

We are looking for athletes, kinesthetic learners who are good in their
bodies, or just students who are willing to try difficult things.

Prince Caspian was the event of the year last year, and we
want to go even bigger and better with ROBIN HOOD. Maybe
YOU are exactly what we need.
But you’re more of a sports kid, not an actor?
Amazing. You will kill it in this show.
Never tried to be in a play before?
Not a problem. We love working with beginners.
Kinda Busy Tho?
We have options for people to be involved with limited time commitment.

Not sure if you’re interested? To get more information, find Mr. Long in Room B-116 before
school, during APP, or during Lunch.

“The Heart of Robin Hood” will perform March 15-18, 2023.
The rehearsal period is January 23-March 14.
The bulk of the cast will only rehearse 2-3 times a week,
and we are open to working around schedules from other Hillcrest teams and clubs.

Try-outs will be December 6-7, 2022
How to Try Out to join the Robin Hood army:
Show up to the physicality test/try-out on Wednesday, December 7 in the Auditorium from 2:30-4:30. Be
ready to work out, learn some combat technique, and do some physical tests. Come in athletic/work-out clothes.

How to Try Out for a Lead/Speaking Role (ie. Robin Hood, Marian, Prince John, etc):
In addition to the physicality test/try-out on December 7 (see details above), you will also need to sign up for a
time to perform a short 60 second monologue from a contemporary play for us on Tuesday, December 6. Signups will be posted online starting December 1.
Call-backs for speaking roles will be held after school on Thursday, December 8.

We can have a pretty large cast for this show, so if you know anyone who is…
willing to learn how to do stage fighting and combat
or
athletic
or
kinda muscular
or
acrobatic
or
good with physical tasks, martial arts, or boxing

or
just curious about this whole thing
…bring them with you to Try-Outs!

